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Clustering behavior is studied in a model of integrate-and-fire oscillators with excitatory pulse
coupling. When considering a population of identical oscillators, the main result is a proof of global
convergence to a phase-locked clustered behavior. The robustness of this clustering behavior is then
investigated in a population of nonidentical oscillators by studying the transition from total clus-
tering to the absence of clustering as the group coherence decreases. A robust intermediate situation
of partial clustering, characterized by few oscillators traveling among nearly phase-locked clusters,
is of particular interest. The analysis complements earlier studies of synchronization in a closely
related model. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2967806
Synchronization and clustering are ensemble phenomena
commonly observed in natural and artificial populations
of (possibly weakly) interacting oscillators. Synchroniza-
tion is a cooperative in-phase behavior. It has been the
subject of numerous studies in physics and biology (see
Ref. 18 for a recent comprehensive and accessible ac-
count). Clustering is a fragmentation of the collective be-
havior in locally synchronized but well separated sub-
groups. It is also observed in numerous contexts and has
led to distinct contributions.2,9,15 The robustness of these
ensemble phenomena in relatively heterogeneous popula-
tions is a mathematical puzzle for the dynamical systems
community10,17 and a source of inspiration for the synthe-
sis of collective behaviors.11,13,16 We study the occurrence
and robustness of clustering in one of the simplest models
of spiking neurons: A network of integrate-and-fire oscil-
lators with excitatory pulse coupling. A unique parameter
in the model dictates the synchronization or the cluster-
ing behavior of the network. Because the synchronization
behavior has been studied previously, we focus on the
clustering behavior in this paper. The main mathematical
result is a global convergence analysis of the clustering
behavior in the ideal situation of identical oscillators. It is
shown that, for all initial conditions, the oscillators aggre-
gate into clusters that asymptotically converge to a
phase-locked configuration. In the more realistic situation
of oscillators with different natural frequencies, we study
how the clustering behavior degrades with the heteroge-
neity of the population. This part of the analysis is mostly
based on numerical experiments but reveals an interest-
ing phenomenon of partial clustering characterized by
few traveling oscillators between well separated clusters.
These mathematical and numerical results suggest that
the integrate-and-fire model is an interesting candidate
for a better understanding of clustering behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of ensemble phenomena in neuroscience has
been a leading source of reduced dynamical models that are
amenable to mathematical analysis. One of the simplest such
models is the leaky integrate-and-fire IF model: The dimen-
sionless potential of an oscillatory neuron is assumed to obey
the first order dynamics,
x˙ = Fx = x + S0   0, S0  0 , 1
between a low threshold xr0 and a high threshold xpxr.
When the high threshold is reached, the neuron “fires,” that
is, the state variable is reset to the low threshold. Peskin14
analyzed the model to study cells in the heart, assuming an
impulsive coupling to simulate the interaction between cells:
As a firing occurs, the state variable of every connected os-
cillator is either increased by a discrete value , or reset to xr
if the incremented value exceeds the threshold value xp. In
the last case, several oscillators fire together, causing an “ab-
sorption.”
In a seminal paper, Mirollo and Strogatz12 proposed a
global mathematical analysis of the model. They proved that
asymptotic synchronization occurs for almost all initial con-
ditions and showed that it is a consequence of the concave-
down time-evolution of the solution of Eq. 1, thereby gen-
eralizing the synchronization property to the whole class of
integrate-and-fire models verifying the “leaky” property
dF /dx0, x xr ,xp.
The present paper studies the same model under the re-
verse assumption of a concave-up time-evolution, or,
equivalently, the property dFx /dx0, x xr ,xp. This
model is shown to exhibit clustering behavior that nicely
complements the synchronization behavior studied by
Mirollo and Strogatz.
The first part of the paper considers a population of iden-
tical oscillators. The behavior is then amenable to a complete
analysis. It is shown that the oscillators aggregate into a to
be specified number of clusters that asymptotically spread
the entire range of the interval xr ,xp in a phase-locked con-
figuration.
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The second part of the paper considers a heterogeneous
population of oscillators with different natural firing frequen-
cies. The robustness of the clustering behavior is studied
against a parameter that measures the group coherence. The
transition from total clustering to the absence of clustering is
investigated numerically. We report on preliminary observa-
tions regarding an interesting intermediate situation of partial
clustering reminiscent of the partial synchronization ob-
served in the Kuramoto model.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, both the analyti-
cal study of clustering in a population of identical IF oscil-
lators and the numerical study of partial clustering are origi-
nal, in spite of many contributions following the work of
Mirollo and Strogatz. Networks of nonidentical oscillators
were analyzed in Ref. 3, with simplified models, and syn-
chronization properties were studied. In Refs. 8 and 20, a
transmission delay was taken into account and changed the
system behavior. Other studies also dealt with different net-
work topologies in which the coupling is no longer all-to-all.
For instance, a ring topology was studied in Ref. 6 and, for
nonidentical oscillators, some phase-locking behaviors were
highlighted with the help of the phase response curve (PRC).
Topologies of 2D lattices with nearest-neighbor coupling
were also analyzed in Refs. 4 and 5. Also, in Refs. 19 and 21,
the network connectivity was shown to have no influence on
the stability of the synchronous state but have an effect on
the speed of synchronization. Moreover, instead of an instan-
taneous impulsive coupling, smoothed pulses were
considered.1,22,23 We also mention the work16 in which a
model derived from the initial pulse-coupled model was used
as a general clustering algorithm applied to data sets. This
points to the existence of practical applications of clustering
models in artificial systems.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II presents ana-
lytical characterization of clustering in networks of identical
oscillators. The case of nonidentical oscillators is studied in
Sec. III, in which some noticeable clustering phenomena,
observed with simulations, are underlined. The paper closes




We consider integrate-and-fire oscillators obeying the
scalar dynamics
x˙ = Fx 2
with F· : xr ,xpR differentiable.
Concerning the coupling, we assume that it is all-to-all,
with 0xp−xr. We also suppose that an absorbed oscil-
lator has no influence on the others, i.e., it does not emit a
pulse, before reaching the threshold again. For this reason,
no “avalanche” phenomenon can ignite a chain reaction of
additional firings. Additionally, when n oscillators fire simul-
taneously, the resulting pulse is always , and not n. These
last two assumptions will be discussed in Sec. IV.
An oscillator with dynamical model 2 has a natural
period T0, i.e., the time required by the solution of x˙
=Fx, x0=xr, to reach the threshold xT=xp. As observed
by Mirollo and Strogatz,12 the time evolution of the state x is
conveniently described by the function
x = f , 3
where the phase variable  evolves on the normalized inter-





For the linear IF model 1, the function f is computed as




+ xrS0/ + xpS0/ + xr

5
and its graph is shown in Fig. 1.
It is concave-down in the analysis of Mirollo and Stro-
gatz, whereas it is concave-up in the present paper. Concav-
ity of the function f is the defining property that determines
the synchronization behavior studied in Ref. 12 versus the
clustering behavior studied in the present paper.
B. Firing map
The firing map h introduced in Ref. 12 relates the phase
difference of two coupled oscillators between successive fir-
ings: the state 0, at the time of one firing is mapped to
the state h ,0 at the time of the next firing, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.
From the figure, one computes
fh = f1 −  +  6
or, equivalently,
h = f−1 + f1 −  . 7
It should be noted that the firing map is defined by Eq. 7
only if + f1−xp. The domain of the firing map is thus
the interval  ,1, when f is concave-up, with =1− f−1xp
−. If 0, both oscillators become synchronized at
the next firing and remain synchronized forever. This phe-
nomenon is called an absorption.
















FIG. 1. The graph of the function x= f corresponds to the linear IF model
with S0=1.2, xr=0, and xp=1. The function is concave-down for 0 and
concave-up for 0.
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The key property of the firing map is the following:
Proposition 1: If f is concave-up, then the firing map (7)
is a contraction on the interval  ,1.
Proof: By construction, the application 7 maps the in-
terval  ,1 onto the interval 	 ,1, with 	= f−1xr+.
Next, we show that it satisfies
− 1 h 0 ∀  ,1 . 8




Since f is positive and strictly increasing, and because
h1− by construction, Eq. 9 implies Eq. 8.
Using the mean value theorem, one has
h − h
 h − 
 10
for some   ,
, which concludes the proof. 
By the contraction mapping theorem, a contraction has a
unique fixed point * and this is a global attractor for the




determines the Lipschitz constant of the contraction.
It should also be noted that, since 	 by the contrac-
tion property of the firing map, an absorption never occurs
after the first firing.
C. Two coupled oscillators
The dynamics of two coupled oscillators are easily de-
duced from the firing map because the return map
R = h2 12
determines the phase evolution of one oscillator at the suc-
cessive firings of the other oscillator.
By Proposition 1, the return map is a contraction. Its
iterates therefore asymptotically converge to the unique fixed
point * of the firing map. The behavior of two coupled
oscillators is thus summarized as follows:
Theorem 1: Consider two identical oscillators charac-
terized by the concave-up time evolution f and coupling
strength 0xp−xr. Then either absorption occurs at the
first firing or both oscillators asymptotically converge to the
phase-locked difference *, unique solution of h=.
This result is in contrast with the synchronization result
proved in Ref. 12 for concave-down functions f .
D. N oscillators
The analysis of the previous section is now extended to
the behavior of N identical coupled oscillators with initial
phases 1 , . . . ,N 0,1N.
1. Absorption
The initial behavior in a large group of oscillators is
typically dominated by the absorption phenomenon. Each fir-
ing oscillator absorbs nearby oscillators, causing the forma-
tion of Ng clusters. The number of clusters Ng is determined
from the initial conditions as follows:
1. Ng : =1; I= 1, . . . ,N	;
2. m : =maxi ; i I	;
3. Remove from I all indices i, such that,
im−1+ f−1xp−;
4. Shift oscillators to next firing position
i : = f−1f1+i−m+ for i I;
5. if I= then stop; else Ng : =Ng+1 and return to 2.
The number of clusters resulting from the initial absorp-
tion phase is a positive integer bounded by
Cmax xp − xr  + 1,N , 13
where the symbol   refers to the integer part of its argument.
From the algorithm, it is immediate to see that, if the
initial conditions satisfy
maxi − mini 1 − f−1xp −  , 14
then all the oscillators will be close enough such that they
will all be absorbed by the first firing and form only one
cluster. Conversely, if they are uniformly distributed—which
occurs, in particular, for a high number of oscillators charac-
terized by randomly distributed initial conditions—Ng will
be equal to Cmax. This maximal number of clusters is ob-
tained when the clusters are separated by the minimal dis-
tance  over the full range xp−xr.
2. Phase-locking
Similar to the case of two oscillators, absorption only
occurs during the first firings. The evolution of the Ng result-
ing clusters is dictated by a Ng−1-dimensional generaliza-
tion of the scalar firing map h studied in Sec. II B,
FIG. 2. a A fires; b B about to fire; c B fires.
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= hNg−1 − Ng−2 ,
15
where i, 1 iNg−1 denotes the relative phase of cluster i
with respect to cluster Ng when Ng fires. Whenever a cluster
fires, it receives the index Ng and the Ng−1 remaining clus-
ters receive the index i according to the phase ordering Ng
=012¯Ng−1.
The firing map H then describes the new phases after
the firing of cluster Ng. The next result generalizes Proposi-
tion 1.
Theorem 2: If f is concave-up, then the
Ng−1-dimensional firing map 15 is a contraction.
Proof: Let = 1 , . . . ,Ng−1, = 
1 , . . . ,
Ng−1. For







= hNg−1 − i−1 − h
Ng−1 − 
i−1 16






= hiNg−1 − 
Ng−1 − i−1 − 
i−1 17
for some i Ng−1−i−1 ,
Ng−1−
i−1.
In vector form, this means
H − H = DL − 18
with the diagonal matrix
D = diagh1, . . . ,hNg−1	 19
and the Ng−1 Ng−1 companion matrix
L = 
0 . . . 0 − 1
1 0 0 − 1
0  0 ]
0 0 1 − 1
 . 20
We introduce the vector norm
xP = xTPx 21
with the Ng−1 Ng−1 matrix
P = 
2 − 1 0 . . . 0
− 1 2 − 1  0
0    0
0  − 1 2 − 1
0 . . . 0 − 1 2
 , 22





xi − xi+12 + xNg−1
2  0 23
for all x 0, . . . ,0. The matrix P verifies
LTPL = P 24
so that the norm has the property
LxP = xP ∀ x . 25
Finally, one has
H − HP  DL −P  DL −P
26
and, by Eq. 25,
H − HP  D −P 27
which proves the result since, by Eq. 8, each entry of D is
less than one. 
It should be noted that the proof holds thanks to the
particular chain structure of the dynamics 15. Indeed, this
leads to the particular decomposition DL in Eq. 18, which
is such that a unique norm—derived from a unique matrix
P—is defined to express the contractive property 27.
The consequence of Theorem 2 is that the clustering
behavior of N identical oscillators is a “simple” one: during
an initial phase of absorption, the N oscillators aggregate to
form Ng clusters, according to the algebraic algorithm. Then,
the Ng clusters asymptotically converge to a phase-locked
state determined by the unique fixed point of the firing map
15. This fixed point is a global attractor for the dynamics of
the Ng clusters.
III. NONIDENTICAL OSCILLATORS
The “simple” clustering and phase-locking behavior of
identical oscillators is now investigated in a population of N
different oscillators with natural frequencies f i=1 /Ti, i
 1, . . . ,N	, distributed around a mean frequency f0. The
essential difference with the analysis in the previous section
is in the absorption phenomenon. In a population of identical
oscillators, absorption is irreversible and the number of ab-
sorptions is therefore finite. In contrast, in a population of
nonidentical oscillators, different oscillators that fire together
at one instant of time do separate afterwards. As a conse-
quence, it is possible for one oscillator to be absorbed in
different clusters at different time instants. It is therefore of
interest to investigate the robustness of clustering and phase-
locking—which are collective phenomena—to individual
variations across the population.
A. Two oscillators
The analysis of two different interacting oscillators has
been studied in Ref. 6 by means of the phase response curve
PRC, which is closely related to the firing map. The authors
proved frequency locking when the frequencies are close
enough such that both oscillators fire alternately 1:1 en-
trainment.
Because both oscillators are different, two distinct firing
maps must be considered. For 1:1 entrainment, the two firing
maps are applied alternately, resulting in the return map R1
=h1 h2 for the first oscillator and in the return map R2=h2
h1 for the second oscillator. Both return maps are contrac-
tion maps for concave-up behaviors f1 and f2, resulting in a
unique phase-locked behavior described in Ref. 6.
Other firing patterns exist for larger frequency differ-
ences between the two oscillators, each resulting in a differ-
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ent combination of the firing maps h1 and h2. Each firing
pattern corresponds to a different return map and results in a
different phase-locked behavior.
This analysis suggests that a detailed description of the
dynamics of a population of N different oscillators quickly
become intricate as the number of oscillators grows.
B. Clustering behaviors in large populations
This section reports on numerical observations about the
clustering behaviors of a large population of oscillators. We
simulated the behavior of N=100 linear IF oscillators with
individual dynamics x˙i=xi+Si0, where the parameters
Si, 1 iN, are randomly selected in a fixed Gaussian
distribution of mean Si and standard deviation Si. The
threshold parameters xr and xp were kept identical for all
oscillators. Varying those parameters would affect the natural
frequencies f i of the oscillators in a similar fashion as vary-
ing the parameters Si.
To study the robustness of clustering against the popula-
tion heterogeneity, we kept a fixed distribution for the param-
eters Si individual discrepancies and a constant value for 
coupling strength, but we varied the parameter  identical
for the N oscillators. The parameter  is a key feature of the
oscillators. It determines the curvature of f see Fig. 1 and
affects the relative importance of the coupling strength ver-
sus the frequency distribution.
To measure the level of clustering in the population, we
computed the fraction of “traveling oscillators.” In a popula-
tion of identical oscillators, each oscillator is trapped in one
of the Ng clusters and converges to a phase-locked configu-
ration. In a phase-locked configuration, each oscillator re-
turns to a fixed position every Ng firings. This clustering
behavior is expected to persist in a population of nonidenti-
cal oscillators, at least if the frequency distribution is suffi-
ciently narrow or if the coupling strength is strong enough.
The clustering configuration is clearly visible in Fig. 3,
which nevertheless presents a situation of significant hetero-
geneity. Each cluster spreads over a finite range due to the
oscillators discrepancies. This “snapshot” clustering configu-
ration at one time instant does not preclude oscillator ex-
changes between the clusters as time evolves.
An oscillator trapped within a single cluster will return
close to its initial position every Ng firings. In contrast, a
traveling oscillator will visit all clusters. Its state evolution
after Ng firing will therefore drift across the entire phase
range. Figure 4 illustrates the fraction of traveling oscillators
as a function of the parameter . It is a qualitative measure of
the clustering level of the population. Beyond a critical value
c, the coherence of the population is sufficient to recover a
phase-locked clustering similar to the situation of identical
oscillators. Each oscillator is eventually trapped in one given
cluster and fires at the frequency of the fastest oscillator of
the cluster. The absorption phenomenon dominates the indi-
vidual discrepancies and the network asymptotically con-
verges to a phase-locked configuration. This situation of to-
tal clustering is illustrated in Fig. 5. The steady state
position of each oscillator is fixed every Ng firings and the
clustering is clearly visible. The range of each cluster gradu-
ally broadens as the elapsed time increases since the last
absorption.
For smaller values of , the fastest oscillators travel fast
enough to catch up a different cluster before the next absorp-
tion. This situation of partial clustering is illustrated in Fig.
FIG. 3. “Snapshot” clustering behavior at a given time t in a population of
N=100 linear IF oscillators =0.5, Si=1.01, Si=0.09, xr=0, xp=1,
=0.11. Each dot represents the phase it=2xit−xr / xp−xr of one
oscillator.


































FIG. 4. Fraction of traveling oscillators in a population of N=100 linear IF
oscillators Si=3.2,Si=1.6,xr=0,xp=1,=0.11 as a function of the
coherence parameter . The fraction is 2% over the range nc ,c.














FIG. 5. Total clustering in a population of N=100 linear IF oscillator
Si=3.2,Si=1.6,xr=0,xp=1,=0.11 for strong coherence =8
c. Each dot represents the value of xi every Ng=9 firings. The single dot
per oscillator indicates a phase-locked configuration transient behavior is
not shown.
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6. Out of the 100 oscillators, only two of them are traveling
oscillator 17 and 91 in the figure. The 98 remaining ones
stay in a fixed cluster in steady state. Because the speed of a
cluster is determined by its fastest oscillator, the drift of the
two traveling oscillators modifies the speed of the clusters
and therefore also affects the exact location of a given oscil-
lator every Ng firings. Nevertheless the cluster behavior is
still very visible. The partial clustering displayed in Fig. 6
is remarkably robust and extends over a broad range of the
parameter . Other simulations not shown consistently dis-
play the phenomenon of very few traveling oscillators per-
sisting over a broad range of the coherence parameter .
Below a critical value nc, the number of traveling os-
cillators rapidly increases and leads to a situation of weak
clustering illustrated in Fig. 7. A large fraction of the oscil-
lators travels across the different clusters and the clustering
behavior becomes less visible. As the fraction of traveling
oscillators increases, the clustering behavior disappears. Fig-
ure 4 and other simulations not shown suggests that the
transition from partial clustering very few traveling oscilla-
tors to no clustering most oscillators traveling occurs over
a narrow range of the parameter , but in a nonmonotonic
way and with strong fluctuations.
C. Periodic behaviors
The periodicity of the steady state is an indirect measure
of the level of clustering. Total clustering c leads to a
firing period Tf =Ng for all oscillators since a same phase-
locked configuration is recovered every Ng firings.
Partial clustering considerably increases the periodicity
of the steady-state because the exchanges between clusters
affect the firing frequency of each cluster. With a single trav-
eling oscillator, the firing period will still depend on Ng but
verifies
Tf = NgNf  Ng
2
, 28
where Nf +1 is the number of firings of the traveling oscilla-
tor needed to visit every other clusters and return to the ini-
tial one Nf +1Ng. The number Nf corresponds to the
number of firings of a nontraveling oscillator, which fires one
time less than the traveling oscillator over a period Tf. The
firing mode is thus
Nf + 1:Nf: ¯ :Nf . 29
The firing period further increases with the number of trav-
eling oscillators. For instance, two traveling oscillators need
Nf1 +1 and Nf2 +1 firings, respectively, to visit all the clusters
and return to their initial ones. But these numbers actually
depend on the relative position of the traveling oscillators.
Periodicity of the firing patterns will require the existence of












The total firing period will then be
Tf = NgNc. 31
The adjustment of the traveling periods Nf1 and Nf2 to
commensurable periods is not always observed and may lead
to very long total periods. Table I illustrates the variation of
the period as a function of the parameter  in a population of
oscillators with a narrow frequency distribution. Only 2 out
of the 100 oscillators are traveling for the range of parameter
 0.05,0.35 partial clustering. Nevertheless the total
period of the firing pattern becomes very large for small
values of . It could not be computed for the value =0.05
even though only two oscillators are traveling. These nu-
merical observations emphasize that partial clustering may
occur over a broad range of the coherence parameter weak
clustering was never observed numerically in the example of
Table I but does not necessarily imply periodicity of the
firing patterns.
FIG. 6. Partial clustering in a population of N=100 linear IF oscillators
Si=3.2,Si=1.6,xr=0,xp=1,=0.11 for intermediate coherence
nc=4c. Dots have the same meaning as in Fig. 5. Oscillators 17
and 91 are traveling while the 98 remaining oscillators are nearly
phase-locked.
FIG. 7. Weak clustering in a population of Ng=100 linear IF oscillators
Si=3.2,Si=1.6,xr=0,xp=1,=0.11 for small coherence =0.5
nc. Dots have the same meaning as in Fig. 5. About half of the oscilla-
tors are traveling and the level of clustering becomes weak.
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IV. DISCUSSION
The clustering behavior studied in this paper results from
the competition between two coupling phenomena. Absorp-
tion of nearby oscillators by a firing oscillator is a local phe-
nomenon favoring local aggregation into clusters. In con-
trast, the nature of the coupling to distant oscillators is a
global phenomenon favoring the dispersion of oscillators
over the entire range of state variables.
In a population of similar oscillators, the competition of
the two phenomena results in phase-locked clusters covering
the full circle. This is in contrast with the previous study by
Mirollo and Strogatz12 where the nature of the coupling is
reversed, leading to global synchronization under the concur-
ring effects of local and global aggregation.
In our mathematical analysis, the aggregating or dispers-
ing nature of the coupling is determined by the concavity of
the time evolution function f Fig. 1. Concave-up functions
lead to clustering while concave-down functions lead to syn-
chronization. “Leaky” integrators lead to concave-down
functions and may be more plausible from a biological view-
point. But concave-up functions may be relevant also, as
well as functions that are neither concave-up nor concave-
down for instance, the quadratic integrate-and-fire model
introduced in Ref. 7.
Furthermore, the clustering behavior studied in the
present paper is very close to the behavior of inhibitory net-
works of leaky oscillators studied in Ref. 23. Although in-
hibitory coupling requires nonimpulsive coupling, the model
in Ref. 23 exactly exhibits—in the limit of fast coupling, i.e.,
as the coupling function converges to a Dirac impulsion—the
two distinct behaviors described in the present paper: Syn-
chrony for excitatory coupling and clustering for inhibitory
coupling. Reference 23 only considers networks of identical
oscillators.
An important assumption of the model is that it excludes
the possibility of “avalanche” firing: The firing of one oscil-
lator causes the absorption of oscillators near-threshold, but
the absorbed oscillators have no influence on the network.
Furthermore, firing clusters have the same influence as firing
isolated oscillators, that is, a firing cluster triggers a pulse
, and not Ng. This assumption simplifies the mathematical
analysis of the model and precludes the trivial behavior of
global synchronization by avalanche. Avalanche synchroni-
zation would almost surely occur in a large population of
oscillators. “Large” values of  may however be thought as
the cumulative effect of several oscillators firing together.
The model of the present paper only considers a com-
plete network topology “all-to-all” coupling. It would cer-
tainly be of interest to study the influence of more complex
network architectures on the clustering behavior. Since the
clusters are created by the aggregation of oscillators which
are absorbed by the firing of one oscillator, only connected
oscillators will aggregate in a cluster. The number Ng and the
composition of the clusters therefore depend not only on the
initial conditions but also on the network connectivity. In
particular, the number of clusters Ng may exceed the maxi-
mum value Cmax given by Eq. 13 if the coupling is not
“all-to-all” anymore. Furthermore, the clustering behavior
may disappear in weakly connected networks by lack of lo-
cal aggregation. Numerical simulations suggest that the clus-
tering configurations are preserved if the network connectiv-
ity is sufficiently high. In such situations, the network
connectivity only affects the speed of convergence to clus-
tering configurations, as shown in Ref. 21.
V. CONCLUSION
Mirollo and Strogatz studied in Ref. 12 the synchroniza-
tion of identical integrate-and-fire oscillators with impul-
sive coupling. The main assumption in their analysis was a
concave-down time evolution f of the state of the oscillators,
corresponding to the “leaky” nature of integrators. In the
present paper, we studied the same model with the reverse
assumption of concave-up time evolution f . Whereas the
original model leads to synchronization behaviors, the
present model leads to clustering behavior.
The clustering behavior of networks of identical oscilla-
tors has been completely characterized. After a transient part
of clustering resulting from the absorption by a firing oscil-
lator of oscillators near threshold, the clusters asymptotically
converge to a phase-locked configuration that covers the en-
tire phase range. This total clustering configuration was
shown to persist in populations of different oscillators pro-
vided that the coherence is sufficient minor differences or
strong coupling. Stronger differences between the individual
frequencies allow for exchanges between the clusters even
though the situation of very few oscillators traveling between
TABLE I. Firing period and values Nf1 and Nf2 for various values of the coherence parameter  with N









0.45 9 / /
0.4 333 37 /
0.35 1080 20-24-29-20-27 65-55
0.3 405 21-24 45
0.25 396 19-25 44
0.2 369 20-21 41
0.15 1962 20-21-20-19-22-20-19-19-20-18-20 38-38-35-38-35-34
0.1 4464 . . . . . .
0.05 100000 . . . . . .
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nearly phase-locked clusters seems quite robust. This situa-
tion of partial clustering raises a number of novel questions
ranging from a sound mathematical analysis of the phenom-
enon to its relevance in natural populations of biological os-
cillators.
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